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About This Game

Thanks for taking the time to check out the Steam store page page of ‘Ripple’, a minimalistic logic puzzle game.

Features
- There are over 50 unique levels to complete!
- Easy to learn, hard to master - are you the true Ripple master?
- People new to the puzzle genre, or seasoned puzzle veterans get their brain challenged.
- More content (levels) will get added over time in planned (free) updates.

Steam Features
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- Steam Achievements, the game has 10 achievements.
- Steam Trading Cards, the game features trading cards, emoticons and backgrounds.

Trading Cards

Emoticons
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Title: Ripple
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Playrock Studios
Publisher:
Playrock Studios
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2017
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Nice, but it's a little bit hard at more advanced levels, and sometimes i ragequit :DD. Brain get bobo 8\/10 cans of Monster. My
Brain hurts.... Ripple is a fun and challaging logic puzzle game. While the concept may not be particuly new i believe that the
game does it well with a simplistic yet lovely art style.. Pros:
- Trading Cards
- Cheap
- Controls are good for a puzzle game
- Cool as a screensaver with nice color scheme
Cons:
- Gameplay feels very generic
- You'll get bored of playing it after around 15 levels (there's 50 of them)
- Some puzzles too easy, or too hard. NO GUIDE ON YOUTUBE <:(
- Achievements are way too sarcastic (there is literally an achievement called "I'm Loving This"... *sarcasm*)
- Doesn't bring anything new to the table
Recommended for:
People who just want to create badges, or collect some trading cards, only when the game is on sale.
Anyone else should skip it and play better games instead.
NOTES:
I got this game for 66% off via a coupon for creating a badge, and i think it's worth only that.
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